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Professional Interests

Distributed systems, IoT, Cloud, Big Data, performance engineering, data management and analytics, Hadoop,
Spark, scalability issues, machine learning, automation, Data Center resource management, virtualization, Internet
technologies and networking, capacity planning, measurement and monitoring, performance analysis.

SUMMARY

A computer systems expert and research manager focusing on the end-to-end performance, automation, depend-
ability and cost-effectiveness of the enterprise and web-based systems. Initiated, managed, and led to success
multiple R&D projects, with prototypes, algorithms, or features implemented in HP products. Skilled in leading
and managing teams and driving projects throughout the whole R&D cycle including cross-functional geographi-
cally distributed teams. Experienced in executing on research plans to generate IP and advance the state of the
art towards marketable technologies. A seasoned solution architect with a track record of solving difficult technical
problems that require strong leadership with collaboration across teams and disciplines. The most recent works
were on design of new technologies for efficient performance management of large-scale data intensive applica-
tions, enterprise applications in the next generation data centers with emphasis on virtualization, automation, and
resource allocation issues.

The strength is in diverse skills and broad experience in the system and application analysis and performance-
related issues, as well as proven leadership and passion about solving challenging problems in leading edge R&D.
The goal is to work on interesting problems/products and lead the project/team to success.

An innovator with a proven track record, proficient speaker and technical writer. Inventor of 97 patents (78
granted), authored more than 100 referred publications, mentored 20 PhD students during their summer internship
at HP Labs. ACM Distinguished scientist. Earned six Best Paper Awards, Test of Time Award, and multiple
ACM, IEEE and Usenix Certificates of Appreciation. Invited/keynote speaker at 8 international conferences.
Mentor who helps engineers reach their goals and get ideas into product definitions.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2018 - current Principal Research Scientist, ARM Research, San Jose, CA, USA

• Analyze future IoT technology trends, identify technology gaps, and initiate research projects to fill those
gaps. Enable and exploit the future opportunities in IoT space and predict their effects on future ARM
products. Closely collaborate with product development teams and a large network of external researchers
in both industry and academia, to shape ARM efforts at the early stages of development. Engage with the
academic network to influence innovative IoT.

2008 - 2016 Principal Scientist, Technical Lead, and Research Manager, Hewlett-Packard Labs,
Palo Alto, CA, USA
Initiated, contributed, and managed the following (selected) projects:

• Achieving Performance Objectives in Spark: Scale-up vs Scale-out
Planned as a white paper for Hortonworks and HP Enterprise Group

Spark is in-memory analytics platform proposed for Big Data processing. Traditionally, it executes data
analytics workloads using cheap commodity clusters (scale-out solution). There is a new open-source Spark
extension (from Hewlett Packard Labs) that enables an efficient Spark execution on the scale-up, shared
memory servers (HP DL580, HP DL980) with large amounts of memory 3TB - 12TB. We performed in-
depth performance analysis and comparison of these two solutions with recommendations to customers on
the benefits and advantages of executing Spark on both hardware platforms.

• Predictive Modeling and Scalability Analysis of Large Graph Analytics

In the design phase, programmers are limited by a small size cluster available for their experiments. We
introduce a novel regression-based approach and a set of predictive models to assess the scalability and
performance of a distributed memory program for execution in a large-scale cluster with hundreds of nodes.
This enables an early feedback to programmers on the scalability and efficiency of their solution.



• Quartz: Performance Emulator for NVM
Released as an open source: https://github.com/HewlettPackard/quartz

The next generation of HP hardware “The Machine” will be based on new non-volatile memory (NVM)
technologies, such as memristors. This can radically change system and software design, and enable new
style of Big Data processing applications. However, the commercial unavailability of new NVMs technologies
and uncertainty of their performance characteristics make it difficult to assess new system software stacks and
to study their performance impact on future workloads. To bridge this gap and encourage an early design
phase, we have built a DRAM-based performance emulation platform, that leverages features available in
commodity hardware, to emulate different latency and bandwidth characteristics of future NVM technologies.

• ARIA: Automated Resource Inference and Allocation in Hadoop Clusters
Proof of Concept demonstration and prototype transfer to HP Cloud Division.
Best Paper Award at ACM/IEEE ICAC’2012

MapReduce and Hadoop represent an economically compelling alternative for efficient large scale data pro-
cessing and cost-effective analytics over “Big Data” in the enterprise. However, to become enterprise-ready,
the Hadoop open-source stack should be enhanced with new features and tools required in enterprise environ-
ments. There is an increasing number of MapReduce applications associated with live business intelligence
that require completion time guarantees. A key challenge for applications executed in shared environments
like Hadoop is the ability to tailor and control resource allocations to different applications for achieving their
service level objectives (SLOs). In this work, we propose a framework, called ARIA, to address this problem.
It offers a set of tools for SLO-driven resource provisioning and sizing of MapReduce jobs, a MapReduce
simulator SimMR, and a novel SLO-based Hadoop Scheduler.

• QoS Job Management and Planning for Data Protection Solution
Technology transfer to HP Data Protector (HP enterprise backup product).

Processing ever increasing amount of data while meeting the timing constraints of backup windows could
require adaptive changes in backup scheduling routines. We revisit a traditional backup job scheduling and
propose a novel unified framework for QoS job management which provides a significant reduction of the
backup time (up to 30%), improved quality of service, and optimized resource usage (up to 2-3 times).
Moreover, the proposed framework aims to eliminate error-prone manual processes and introduce a fully
automated solution. It helps to avoid manual configuration and planning efforts by system administrators
while helping to achieve nearly optimal performance.

1999 - 2008 Senior Research Scientist and Research Manager, Hewlett-Packard Labs, Palo Alto,
CA, USA
Initiated, contributed, and managed the following (selected) projects:

• ACE: Automated Capacity Evaluation Tools
A prototype is transferred to HP Software Division (Mercury’ set of tools).
Best paper Award at ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware’08.

– Automated Anomaly Detection and Capacity Planning Tool for Enterprise Applications

We designed a set of new modeling techniques to analyze behavior of multi-tier enterprise applications,
predict their future performance, and effectively tackle the emerging performance issues under bursty
workloads. To accurately answer capacity planning questions for an existing production system with
a real workload mix, we proposed a new capacity planning framework with a novel online and off-line
techniques for analyzing behavior and bottlenecks of multi-tier enterprise applications.

– Predicting Application Resource Requirements in Virtual Environments

To safely transfer an application running natively on real hardware to a virtualized environment, one
needs to estimate the additional resource requirements incurred by virtualization overheads. In this
work, we design a general approach for predicting the resource requirements of applications (i.e., “scaling
up” application resource usage traces) when they are transferred to a virtual environment.

• Monitoring Tools, Performance Isolation and Resource Allocation in Xen Virtualized Envi-
ronments
XenMon (a monitoring tool) has been integrated into the Xen 3.0 Open Source code base.
https://github.com/jpaton/xen-4.1-LJX1/tree/master/tools/xenmon
Test of Time Award: 10 years Best Paper Award at ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware’2016.

In this work, we design and implement XenQoS – a new framework that enables performance isolation and
QoS resource allocation in Xen-based virtual environment and supports a set of new policies for dividing
available physical resources among the hosted virtual machines.



• A Workload Consolidation and Capacity Planning Tool
Proposed technology is incorporated in HP Capacity Advisor product.

Many enterprises are exploiting large shared resource pools in data center environments to lower their
infrastructure and management costs. We designed a capacity management service for shared resource pools
that support enterprise applications. This is a trace-based approach. It automatically searches for workload
assignments that best meet objectives such as consolidation and load leveling. A workload placement service
consolidates applications to a small number of servers while satisfying application QoS requirements. Our
results show that the proposed approach can lead to a significant reduction in per-application resource
allocation, e.g., 25% in our case study.

• Building a Streaming Media Utility Service in Utility Data Center Environment.
MediSyn tool is released as an Open Source.

This project addresses multiple challenges in building an efficient internet streaming media service:

– FastReplica: Efficient Large File Distribution within Content Delivery Networks.

Designed a scalable and reliable algorithm, called FastReplica, which can be used for replication of large
files (e.g. media files, software distribution packages) to a large-scale distributed network of servers.
The new method is simple and inexpensive. It does not require any changes or modifications to the
existing Internet infrastructure and significantly reduces the file replication time.

– Media Server Benchmarking and Media Sites Capacity Planning Support.

In order to enable the design of a “utility-aware” streaming media service which automatically requests
the necessary resources, we designed a benchmarking environment for measuring the basic capacities
of streaming media systems. The ambitious goal is to propose an industry standard benchmark for
comparing different vendor solutions and for deriving the scaling rules of the server capacity. Currently,
such a benchmark does not exist. The benchmark provides a basis for a capacity planning tool for
streaming media sites.

– Workload Analysis and Workload Generator. To provide a comprehensive analysis of streaming
media workloads we developed a tool, called MediaMetrics, that characterizes a media server access
profile and its system resource usage in both a quantitative and qualitative way. Additionally, we built
a synthetic workload generator MediSyn, for design and evaluation of new effective streaming media
architectures and delivery strategies.

• EtE Monitor.
A tool prototype is transferred to HP Software Division.
Usenix ATC’02 Best Paper Award.

Understanding and measuring end-to-end service performance perceived by the clients is a business critical
task. We introduced a novel technique for measuring the web site’s end-to-end response time based on
passively captured network packets at a web server side. This technique can effectively determine the set of
objects composing web page without parsing or interpreting the HTML syntax. Exploiting this technique,
we built a tool, called the EtE monitor. EtE monitor does not require any changes or modifications to
either site content and server side infrastructure or client browsers. It provides an invaluable performance
information about connection setup time, server side processing time, and network related transfer time,
which can not be directly obtained from other sources.

• Smart Web Clusters.
The implemented library was transferred to HP Software Division.
The strategic intent of this project was to develop a technology, services and tools enabling HP workstation
clusters to become a premier choice in the Internet environment:

– Platform enhancement: designed a library of plug-in modules to provide the TCP handoff functionality
for an HP-UX 11 network stack.

– New set of solutions: using the new library of plug-in modules, designed an efficient content-aware
routing, load balancing and QoS support for web-based applications on top of HP-UX clusters.

– Intelligent workload analysis tool: designed a web server workload analysis tool, called WebMetrix,
providing system administrators with an automatic policy choice.

1991 - 1999 Researcher, Hewlett-Packard Labs, Palo Alto, CA, USA
Contributed to the following (selected) projects:

• Peak Load Management of Commercial Web Sites
The new mechanisms are implemented in the HP family of WebQoS products.

An overloaded web server can experience a severe loss of throughput when measured as the number of com-
pleted client sessions (compared against throughput in requests per second) Statistical analysis of completed



sessions reveals that the overloaded web server discriminates against longer sessions. For e-commerce retail
sites, longer sessions are typically the ones that would result in purchases. We introduced a session based
admission control to prevent a web server from becoming overloaded and to ensure that longer sessions can
be completed. This provides a predictable and controllable platform for web applications, and is a critical
requirement for any e-business. The proposed mechanism enables a service differentiation among different
classes of users.

• Caching and Scheduling Algorithms for Web Servers and Web Proxies.

Proposed the Greedy-Dual-Size-Frequency (GDSF) caching policy to maximize hit and byte hit rates for
WWW proxies. The new caching strategy consistently outperforms other known caching policies. See
an interesting Facebook discussion about the GDSF efficiency and CDNs at https://research.fb.com/the-
evolution-of-advanced-caching-in-the-facebook-cdn/

• High-Speed Scalable Interconnects.
Developed algorithms were used to optimize the Fibre Channel fabric topology in HP solutions.

Performance evaluation and design of an HP-proprietary scalable, high-speed interconnect, called FedEx.
Design of an adaptive, efficient routing strategy, message scheduling algorithms and congestion control
mechanisms. Another related contribution was an efficient, cost-effective Fibre Channel fabric.

PATENTS and PUBLICATIONS
More than 100 referred publications and 93 patent applications: 78 granted and 15 pending.

list of publications: http://dblp.uni-trier.de/pers/hd/c/Cherkasova:Ludmila
list of patents: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%
2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=0&f=S&l=50&d=PTXT&Query=IN%2Fcherkasova+and+AN%2Fhewlett

AWARDS

2016 Test of Time Award: 10 years Best Paper Award, ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware’2016.
2016 Best Paper Runner-Up, IEEE MASCOTS, 2016.
2016 Certificate of Appreciation, IEEE Computer Society, 2016.
2015 Certificate of Appreciation, IEEE Computer Society, 2015.
2014 Recognition of Service Award, ACM/IFIP/USENIX, 2014.
2014 Certificate of Appreciation, USENIX/ACM, 2014.
2012 Best Student Paper, IEEE ICAC, 2012.
2010 Best Paper, IEEE ITC, 2010.
2010 Best Short Paper, ACM HPDC, 2010.
2009 Distinguished Scientist, ACM, 2009.
2008 Best Paper, ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware Conference, 2008.
2002 Certificate of Appreciation, IEEE Computer Society, 2002.
2002 Best Student Paper, Annual Technical Conference USENIX’2002.
1998 Diploma of Excellence, RWC-98, Regional Women’s Conferences, 1998.
1990 Diploma of Third Degree in Competition of Basic Research Work, the USSR Academy of Sciences.

INVITED and KEYNOTE CONFERENCE TALKS

• 11th ACM/USENIX Intl. Conference on Autonomic Computing (ICAC’2014).
• 4th International Workshop on Cloud Data and Platforms (CloudDP’2014), co-located with EuroSys 2014.
• ACM/SPEC International Conference on Performance Engineering (ICPE’2011).
• International Workshop on Feedback Control Implementation and Design in Computing Systems and Net-

works (FeBID’2011).
• Doctoral Symposium, ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware Conference (DS Middleware’2009).
• International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of Systems (QEST’2009).
• International Conference on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science (MFCS’88).

EDUCATION
Ph.D in Computer Science, Computing Center, Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, Novosibirsk
M.S in Mathematics and Computer Science, Novosibirsk State University

Citizenship

U.S.A. citizen.


